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Commonv.811th Edison 
One First Nat-Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 
Address Reply to: Post Office ~fox 767 
Chicago, Illinois 60690 • 0767 

Mr. Thomas E. Murle:r, Director 
Off ice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

July 13, 1988 

Subject: ··ores den Statio'ri Uni ts 2 and 3 
Revised Appendix R Exemptipn Requests 
NRC Docket Nos. 50-237 and 50-%49 

Ref~rences (a): Teleconference between NRR (M. Grotenhuis, 
D. Notley), CECo/S&L (J, Silady, J, Kelly, 
et al.) and PLC (M. Mowrer) on May 12, 1988. 

(b): Letter from J.R. Wojnarowski to H.R. Denton 
dated September 18, 1985. 

Dear Mr. Murley: 

During discussions with your staff, the need has been identified for 
clarifications to several previously submitted Exemption Requests to 10 CFR ~O 

Appendix R requirements. Revisions to Exemption Request Nos. 3.6, 4.5, and 
7.4 are therefore enclosed. 

Exemption Request Nos_.· 3 •. 6 _and 4. 5 have been revised to reflect the 
capability of using local instruments to monitor the reactor .water level and 
pressure instead of doing this remotely from the control room. Commonwealth 
Edison previously submitted the Reference (b) letter which notified NRR that 
CECo had gone to local monitoring instead of remote monitoring for these 
reactor indications. However, based on the Reference (a) discussions with 
NRR, CECo has provided revised exemption requests to further detail the 
justification for local monitoring of these indications in the reactor· 
building for all fires. This includes eliminating references to control room 
instruments and strengthening the discussions on separation of the local 
redundant instruments (and ~ssociated piping) to clarify that adequate access 
exists under fire conditions. 

Exemption Request No. 7.4 requested an exemption from the requirements 
of Appendix R to. allow fuse pulling to prevent spurious operation of the 
reactor relief valves in the event of a fire in Fire Areas TB-I or TB-III. 
These fuses are located in the Auxiliary Electric Equipment Room (AEER) to 
which access is. gained via Fire Area TB-I. NRR was concerned about operators I 
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going through an area of the plant where a fire .could be located (Fire Area 
TB-I) in order to reach the AEER to pull fuses. During previous walkdowns, 
the April, 1988 Appendix R inspection, and the Reference (a) discussions, the 
ability of operators to reach the AEER room unimpeded even with a fire in Fire 
Area TB-I was explained. This revised exemption request incorporates the 
details of that explanation. 

Please contact this office should further information be required. 

Very truly yours, 

<p«~ 
J. A. Silady 

Nuclear Licensing Administrator 

lm 

cc: A.B. Davis ~ Regional Administrator, Region III 
B.L. Siegel - Project Manager, NRR 
S.G. DuPont - Senior Resident Inspector, Dresden 
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Revised Exemption Requests 3.6 and 4.5: 
Separation of Redundant Instruments 
. Revised Exemption Request 7.4 

Hot Shutdown Repairs 

-NOTICE-
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3.6 

3.6.1 

DRESDEN 2 & 3 

JUSTIFICATION FOR SEPARATION OF REDUNDANT INSTRUMENTATION 

Introduction 

REVISION 5 
JULY 1988 

Fire Area RB2-II in the reactor building contains redundant local reactor 
pressure and reactor water level instrumentation. The instruments and their 

associated piping are located on different sides of the drywell in the reactor 
building (Figure C-1). The requirements in Appendix R state that more than 20 

feet of space free of intervening combustibles should exist between redundant 
divisions and detection and suppression should be installed throughout the 

fire area. 

The subsequent analysis provides justification for an exemption to the above 

requirement and provides justification for entering the fire area where the 

fire is located and remaining there for a period of time to monitor reactor 
water level and pressure. The basis of the justification is that a fire in 

the reactor building would not impact the ability of operators to monitor the 
reactor water level and pressure via the local instruments in this area. 

3.6.2 Fire Protection System 

Fire Zones 1.1.2.2 and 1.1.2.3 which contain redundant reactor pressure and 

reactor water level instrumentation racks and associated piping are provided 
with complete fire detection except above the reactor water cleanup regenera

tive and non-regenerative heat exchangers. Fire Zones 1.1.2.1, 11.2.1 and 

11.2.2 are located below the fire zones containing the instrument racks. Fire 

Zone 1.1.2.1 has fire detection in and below cable trays that are routed 
through the fire zone. Fire Zones 11.2.1 and 11.2.2 (LPCI rooms) have 

complete fire detection. These zones also have manual hose stations and fire 

extinguishers available in the event of a fire. 

Safety-related 4kV switchgears 23-1, 24-1, and 480V MCC's 28-7 and 29-7 are 
located in these fire zones. An inadvertent actuation of any fixed fire 
suppression system could result in failure of this equipment. It should be 
noted; however, that loss of these switchgear would not prevent achieving and 
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maintaining a safe shutdown condition. Also, the installation of any other 
fixed suppression, such as, cardox, halon or foam would be ineffective or 

inappropriate in these areas. 

3.6.3 Safe Shutdown Equipment 

Redundant instrument racks 2202-7 and 2202-8 are located in Fire Zone 

1.1.2.2. Instrument rack 2202-7 contains reactor level indicator 2-263-151A 

and reactor pressure indicator 2-263-139A and instrument rack 2202-8 contains 

reactor level indicator 2-263-1518 and reactor pressure indicator 

2-263-1398. Redundant instrument racks 2202-5 and 2202-6 are located in Fire 

Zone 1.1.2.3. Instrument rack 2202-5 contains reactor level indicator 

2-263-59A and reactor pressure indicator 2-263-60A and Instrument rack 2202-6 
contains reactor level indicator 2-263-598 and reactor pressure indicator 

2-263-608. Due to the design of the piping systems that service these racks, 

a fire affecting the indicators on rack 2202-5 would affect the indicators on 

rack 2202-7 and vice versa. Also, a fire affecting the indicators on rack 
2202-6 would affect the indicators on rack 2202-8,and vice versa. 

Instrument racks 2202-7 and 2202-8 and their associated piping are located 

adjacent to the east and west sides of the inerted drywell (Figure C-1, Sheet 

1). Instrument racks 2202-5 and 2202-6 and their associated piping are 

located are located on the east side of the inerted drywell and near the west 

wall of Fire Zone 1.1.2.5.C (Figure C-1, Sheet 2). 

3.6.4 Fire Hazards Analysis 

Reactor building Fire Area R82-II is composed of the following fire zones. 

1.1.2.1 

1.1.2.2 
1.1.2.3 

1.1.2.4 

1.1.2.5.D 
1.1.2.6/1.1.1.6 

3.6-2 

11.2.1 

11.2.2 
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Fire Zones 1.1.2.4, 1.1.2.5.D and 1.1.2.6/1.1.1.6 are located above Fire Zones 
1.1.2.2 and 1.1.2.3. Thus, fires in these zones would not prevent access to 
the instrument rack or affect the operation of the instruments since the heat 
and smoke of combustion will rise to the upper elevations of the reactor 
building through stairway openings, hatchways and unsealed mechanical 
penetrations. 

Fire Zones 1.1.2.1, 11.2.1, and 11.2.2 are located below Fire Zones 1.1.2.2 

and 1.1.2.3. Fire in these zones will have no greater affect on the 

instruments and access to them than a fire in Fire Zone 1.1.2.2. The affects 
of a fire in Fire Zone 1.1.2.2 are discussed below. 

3.6.4.1 Fire Zone 1.1.2.2 

Each of the instrument racks located in Fire Zone 1.1.2.2 contain local reac
tor pressure (PI2-263-139A or B) and reactor water level instruments 

(PI2-263-151A or B). The instrument racks and associated piping are located 
adjacent to the east and west sides of the inerted drywell. The instrument 
racks and associated piping are separated by a minimum of 100 feet on Fire 
Zone 1.1.2.2. (See Figure C-1, Sheet 1). 

This fir~ zone is the ground floor of the reactor building. The combustibles 
in Fire Zone 1.1.2.2 consist mostly of cable insulation. The zone is fre

quently traveled. Transient combustibles are controlled to minimal quantities 
by station administrative procedures. 

Access to the instrument panels can be gained either via the Unit 2 turbine 

building or the Unit 3 reactor building. Emergency lighting is provided on 

pathways to each of the panels. The access paths and associated emergency 
lights are separated by a distance of greater than 100 feet. 

Fire Zone 1.1.2.2 has complete fire detection which alarms in the control 

room. Manual hose stations and fire extinguishers are available in the event 
of a fire in this fire zone. A fire in this fire zone would be identified in 
the initial stages of development by the extensive fire detection system and 
would be acted upon immediately by the fire brigade with the manual fire 
protection equipment provided. 
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There are several reasons why a fire originating near one of the instrument 
racks in Fire Zone 1.1.2.2 would not affect the redundant instrument rack and 
its local indicators or access to it. 

1. The access paths to these panels and associated emergency lights 
are separated by more than 100 feet. 

2 
2. Fire loading in this zone is less than 21,000 Btu/ft • 

3. The smoke and heat from a fire in Fire Zone 1.1.2.2 would escape 

up through the open 20 foot x 19 foot equipment hatch located on 

the south side of this fire zone, stairways located at the 

northeast and southwest corners of the building and unsealed 
mechanical penetrations to the upper elevation of the building -

allowing access to one of the instrument racks in Fire Zone 

1.1.2.2. 

4. Self-contained bre~thing apparatus are available if needed when 

entering Fire Zone 1.1.2.2. 

5. Fire stops located in cable trays impede the progress of a fire 

along the tray. 

As indicated in the above analysis, ample measures are in place to prevent the 

spread of fire from one side of this fire zone to the other, such as the 100 

feet horizontal separation, an extensive detection system with early alarming 

of a fire, and fire stops in the cable trays. Therefore, the addition of 

fixed suppression in this fire zone is unwarranted. 

3.6.4.2 Fire Zone 1.1.2.3 

1 ~· ,Th~ instrument racks 2202-5 and 2202-6 located in this fire zone contain re-
; i 

· dundant divisions of local reactor wide range pressure (PI2-263-59A or B) and 
r ,: 

reactor narrow range water level (LITS2-263-60A or B) instruments. The in-
strument racks and associated piping are located adjacent to the east side of 
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the inerted drywell and the west side of Fire Zone 1.1.2.5.C (Figure C-1, 
Sheet 2). The minimum separation between the redundant instrument racks and 
their associated piping is 75 feet. 

This fire zone is the mezzanine level of the reactor building. The major 
source of combustible material in this fire zone is contained in cable 
insulation and the 4kV switchgear. 

This fire zone is not heavily traveled during operation; however, transient 

combustibles are controlled to minimum quantities by station administrative 

procedures. 

Access to the instrument panels can be gained either via the southwest or 

northeast stairwells. Emergency lighting is provided around these stairwells 

and on pathways to each of the panels. The access paths and associated 

emergency lights are separated by a distance of at least 75 feet. 

Fire stops are installed in the lightly loaded cable trays to impede the. 

spread of a fire along the intervening cable tray system. Since fire stops 

are installed in the cable trays which run in the proximity of the instrument 

racks, a fire is not likely to disable both of the instrument racks and their 

redundant level and pressure indicators. 

Fire Zone 1.1.2.3 has an extensive fire detection system which would detect a 

fire in the early stages of development. This alarm would be immediately 
acted on by the fire brigade with the manual fire protection equipment provi

ded in the form of hose stations and fire extinguishers located in this fire 

zone. The smoke and heat from a fire in Fire Zone 1.1.2.3 would escape up 

through the open 20 foot x 19 foot equipment hatch located on the south side 

of this fire zone, the stairways located at the northwest and southwest 

corners of the zone and the unsealed mechanical penetrations to the upper 

elevations of the reactor building. The fire loading in this fire zone is 

less than 17,000 Btu/ft2• 
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The above analysis indicates that because of the extensive fire detection 

available for the early detection of a fire in the fire zone and the manual 
suppression systems available, automatic fixed suppression is unwarranted in 
this zone. In addition, redundant instrumentation is separated by a minimum 
of 75 feet with limited intervening combustibles (cables in cable trays); 
having fire stops to reduce fire spread. 

3.6.5 Conclusions 

The previous analysis justifies an exemption request from the requirements of 

total area suppression and more than 20 feet of intervening space free from 

combustibles between redundant instrument trains and provides justification 
for entering the fire area where the fire is located and remaining there for a 

period of time to ~onitor reactor water level and pressure. The technical 
bases that justify the exemption request are summarized as follows: 

1. The minimum distance between divisions of reactor pressure and 

reactor water level instrumentation and their associated piping 

is 75 feet in Fire Zone 1.1.2.3 and 100 feet in Fire Zone 

1.1.2.2. Therefore, at least one division of instrumentation 

will be available locally for a fire in the reactor building. 

2. The access paths to the redundant instrument panels and asso

ciated emergency lighting are separated by a minimum 100 feet in 

Fire Zone 1.1.2.2 and 75 feet in Fire Zone 1.1.2.3. 

3. Because the instruments are mechanically operated, there is no 

electrical cabling whose failure could affect operation of the 

instruments. 

4. Complete fire detection is available throughout both fire zones 
except over the reactor water cleanup he~t exchanger area which 

is enclosed by floor-to-ceiling shield walls. 

5. The fireloading in each zone is low. 
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6. Manual suppression in the form of hose stations and fire 
extinguishers is present. 

7. The inadvertent operation of a fixed water suppression system in 
this area could result in fault or failure of major electrical 
equipment located in the area which would degrade plant safety. 

8. Spread of fire along intervening cable trays is impeded through 
using of fire stops in the cable trays. 

9. Smoke and heat generated by the fire will not be confined to the 

areas of the zone where an operator will be required to remain 
to monitor reactor water level and pressure but will rise 

through open equipment hatches, stairways and unsealed penetra

tions to the upper elevations of the reactor building where 
access is not required. 

10. Self-contained breathing apparatus are available if required. 
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4.5 

4.5.1 

DRESDEN 2 & 3 

JUSTIFICATION FOR SEPARATION OF REDUNDANT INSTRUMENTATION 

Introduction 

REVISION 5 
JULY 1988 

Fire Area RB3-II in the reactor building contains redundant local reactor 
pressure and reactor water level instrumentation located in four instrument 

racks. The instruments and their associated piping are located on opposite 

sides of the drywell in the reactor building (Figure C-1). The requirements 
in Appendix R state that more than 20 feet of space free from intervening 
combustibles should exist between redundant divisions and detection and 

suppression should be installed throughout the fire area. 

The subsequent analysis provides justification for·an exemption to the above 

requirement and provides justification for entering the fire area where the 

fire is located and remaining there for a period of time to monitor reactor 

water level and pressure. The basis of the justification is that a fire in 

the reactor building would not impact the ability of operators to monitor the 

reactor water level and pressure via the local instruments located in this 
area. 

4.5.2 Fire Protection System 

The Fire Zones-1.1.1.2 and 1.1.1.3, which contain redundant reactor pressure 
and reactor water level instrumentation racks and associated piping, are 

provided with complete fire detection (except above the reactor water cleanup 

regenerative and nonregenerative heat exchangers). Fire Zones 1.1.1.1, 11.1.1 

and 11.1.2 are located below the fire zones containing the instrument racks. 

Fire Zone 1.1.1.1 has fire detectors in and below cable trays that are routed 

through the fire zone. Fire Zones 11.1.1 and 11.1.2 (LPCI rooms) have 

complete fire detection. These zones also have manual hose stations and fire 

extinguishers available in the event of a fire. The fire detectors alarm in 
the control room. 

Safety-related 480V MCC's 38-7 and 39-7 and 4kV Switchgears 33-1 and 34-1 are 
located in these fire zones. An inadvertent actuation of any fixed fire sup
pression system could result in failure of this equipment. It should be 

noted; however, that loss of these switchgears would not prevent achieving and 
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maintaining a safe shutdown condition. Also, the installation of any other 
fixed suppression, such as cardox, halon or foam, would be ineffective or 
inappropriate in these areas. 

4.5.3 Safe Shutdown Equipment 

Redundant Instrument Racks 2203-7 and 2203-8 are located in Fire Zone 1.1.1.2. 
Instrument Rack 2203-7 contains reactor level indicator 3-263-151A and reactor 

pressure indicator 3-263-139A, and Instrument Rack 2203-8 contains reactor 

level indicator 3-263-1518 and reactor pressure indicator 3-263-1398. 

Redundant instrument racks 2203-5 and 2203-6 are located in Fire Zone 

1.1.1.3. Instrument Rack 2203-5 contains reactor level indicator 3-263-59A 

and reactor pressure indicator 3-263-60A and Instrument Rack 2203-6 contains 

reactor level indicator 3-263-598 and reactor pressure indicator 3-263-608. 

Due to the design of the piping systems that serve these racks, a fire 

affecting the indicators on rack 2203-5 would affect the indicators on 2203-7 

and vice versa. Also a fire affecting the indicators on rack 2203-6 would 

affect the indicators on rack 2203-8 and vice versa. 

Instrument racks 2203-7 and 2203-8 and their associated piping in Fire Zone 

1.1.1.2 are located adjacent to the east and west sides of the inerted drywell 

(Figure C-1, Sheet 1). Instrument racks 2203-5 and 2203-6 and their 

associated piping are located on the west side of the inerted drywell and near 

the east wall of Fire Zone 1.1.1.5.C (Figure C-1, Sheet 2). 

4.5.4 Fire Hazards Analysis 

Reactor Building Fire Area RB2-II is composed of the following fire zones: 

1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.2 

1.1.1.3 

1.1.1.4 

1.1.1.5.D 
1.1. 2. 6/ 1.1.1. 6 

11.2.1 

11.1. 2 
1. 3.1 

Fire Zones 1.1.1.4, 1.1.1.5.D and 1.1.2.6/1.1.1.6 are located above fire zones 
1.1.1.2 and 1.1.1.3. Thus, fires in these zones would not prevent access to 
the instrument rack or affect the operation of the instruments since the heat 
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and smoke of combustion will rise to the top of the reactor building through 
stairway openings, hatchways and unsealed mechanical penetrations. 

Fire Zones 1.1.1.1, 11.1.1 and 11.1.2 are located below Fire Zones 1.1.1.2 and 
1.1.1.3. Fires in these zones will have no greater effect on the instruments 
and access to them than a fire in the Fire Zone 1.1.1.2. The effects of a 
fire in Fire Zone 1.1.1.2 are discussed below. 

4.5.4.1 Fire Zone 1.1.1.2 

Each of the instrument racks located in Fire Zone 1.1.1.2 contain local 

reactor pressure (PI3-263-139A or B) and reactor water level indicators (PI3-

263-151A or B). The instrument racks and their associated piping are located 

adjacent to the east and west sides of the inerted drywell. The instrument 
racks and associated piping are separated by a minimum of 100 feet on Fire 
Zone 1.1.1.2. (See Figure C-1, Sheet 1). 

This fire zone is the ground floor of the reactor building. The combustibles 

in Fire Zone 1.1.1.2 consist mostly of cable insulation. The zone is fre

quently traveled. Transient combustibles are controlled to minimal quantities 
by station administrative procedures. 

Access to the instrument panels can be gained either via the Unit 3 turbine 

building or Unit 2 reactor building. Emergency lighting is provided on path

ways to each of the panels. The access paths and associated emergency 

lighting are separated by a distance of greater than 100 feet. 

Fire Zone 1.1.1.2 has complete fire det~ction which alarms in the control 

room. Manual hose stations and fire extinguishers are available in the event 

of a fire in this fire zone. A fire in this fire zone would be identified in 
the initial stages of development by the extensive fire detection system and 

would be acted upon immediately by the fire brigade with the manual fire 
protection equipment provided. 
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There are several reasons why a fire originating near one of the instrument 
racks in Fire Zone 1.1.1.2 would not affect the redundant instrument rack and 
its local indicators or access to them. 

1. The access paths to these panels and associated emergency lights 
are separated by more than 100 feet. 

2. Fire loading in this zones is less than 23,000 Btu/ft2. 

3. The smoke and heat from a fire in Fire Zone 1.1.1.2 would escape 

up through the open 20 foot x 19 foot equipment hatch located on 

the south side of this fire zone, a stairway located at the 

northwest corner of the building and unsealed mechanical pene

tration to the upper elevation of the building - allowing access 

to one of the instrument racks in Fire Zone 1.1.1.2. 

4. Self-contained breathing apparatus are available if needed when 

entering Fire Zone 1.1.1.2. 

5. Fire stops located in cable trays impede the progress of a fire 

along the tray. 

As indicated in the above analysis, ample measures are in place to prevent 
spread of fire from one side of this fire zone to the other, such as 100 feet 

horizontal separation, an extensive detection system with early alarming of a 

fire and fire stops in the cable trays. Therefore, the addition of fixed 

suppression in this fire zone is unwarranted. 

4.5.4.2 Fire Zone 1.1.1.3 

The instrument racks 2203-5 and 2203-6 located in this fire zone contain 
redundant divisions of local reactor wide range pressure (PI3-263-59A or B) 

and reactor narrow range water level (LITS3-263-60A or B) instruments. The 
instrument racks are located adjacent to the west side of the inerted drywell 
and the east side of Fire Zone 1.1.1.5.C (Figure C-1, Sheet 1). The minimum 
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separation between the redundant instrument racks and their associated piping 
is 75 feet. 

This fire zone is the mezzanine level of the reactor building. The major 
source of combustible material in this fire zone is contained in cable insu
lation and the 4kV switchgear. 

This fire zone is not heavily traveled during operation; however, transient 

combustibles are controlled to minimum quantities by station administrative 

procedures. 

Access to the instrument panels can be gained either via the southwest 

stairwell in Unit 2 or the northwest stairwell in Unit 3. Emergency lighting 

is provided around these stairwells and on pathways to each of the panels. 

The access paths and associated emergency lightings are separated by a 

distance of at least 75 feet. 

Fire stops are installed in the lightly loaded cable trays to impede the 

spread of a fire along the intervening cable tray system. Since fire stops 

are installed in the cable trays which run in the proximity of the instrument 
racks, a fire is not likely to disable both of the instrument racks and their 

redundant level and pressure indicators. 

Fire Zone 1.1.1.3 has an extensive fire detection system which would detect a 

fire in the early stages of development. This alarm would be immediately 

acted on by the fire brigade with the manual fire protection equipment pro

vided in the form of hose stations and fire extinguishers located in this fire 

zone. The smoke and heat from a fire in Fire Zone 1.1.1.3 would escape up 

through the open 20 foot x 19 foot equipment hatch located on the south side 

of this fire zone in the stairway located at the northwest corner of the zone 

and unsealed mechanical penetrations to the upper elevation of the reactor 

building. The fire loading in this fire zone is less than 16,000 Btu/ft2• 

The above analysis indicates that because of the exte~sive fire detection 
available for the early detection of a fire in the fire zone and the manual 
suppression systems contained within the fire zone, automatic fixed suppres
sion is unwarranted in this zone. In addition, redundant instrumentation is 
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separated by a minimum of 75 feet with limited intervening combustibles 
(cables in cable trays); having fire stops to reduce fire spread. 

4.5.5 Conclusions 

The previous analysis justifies an exemption request from the requirements of 

total area suppression and more than 20 feet of intervening space free from 

combustibles between redundant instrument trains and provides justification 

for entering the fire area where the fire is located and remaining there for a 

period of time to monitor reactor water level and pressure. The technical 

bases that justify the exemption request are summarized as follows: 

1. The minimum distance between divisions of reactor pressure and 

reactor water level instrumentation and the associated piping is 

75 feet in Fire Zone 1.1.1.3 and 100 feet in Fire Zone 1.1.1.2. 

Therefore. at least one divisions of instrumentation will be 

available locally for a fire in the reactor building. 

2. The access paths to the redundant instrument panels and associ

ated emergency lights are separated by a minimum 100 feet in 

Fire Zone 1.1.1.2 and 75 feet in Fire Zone 1.1.1.3. 

3. Because the instruments are mechanically operated, there is no 

electrical cabling whose failure could affect operation of the 

instruments. 

4. Complete fire detection is available throughout both fire zones 

except over the reactor water cleanup heat exchanger area which 

is enclosed by floor-to-ceiling shield walls. 

5. The fire loading in each zone is low. 

6. Manual suppression in the form of hose stations and fire 
extinguishers is present. 
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7. The inadvertent operation of a fixed water suppression system in 
this area could result in fault or failure of major electrical 
equipment located in the area which would degrade plant safety. 

8. Spread of fire along intervening cable trays is impeded through 

use of fire stops in the cable trays. 

9. Smoke and heat generated by the fire will not be confined to the 

areas of the zone where an operator will be required to remain 

to monitor reactor water level and pressure but will rise 

through open hatches, stairways and unsealed penetrations to the 

upper elevation of the reactor building where access is not 

required. 

10. Self-contained breathing apparatus are available if required. 
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7.4 JUSTIFICATION FOR FUSE PULLING TO PRECLUDE SPURIOUS 
OPERATION OF REACTOR RELIEF VALVES 

7.4.1 Discussion 

REVISION 5 
JULY 1988 

For fires occurring in Fire Areas RB2-I, RB2-II, RB3-I, RB3-II, TB-I, TB-III 
or TB-V, it is possible that damage to electrical circuits could occur, e.g., 

shorts in power or control cables, which would result in spurious operation of 
a Unit 2 and/or Unit 3 reactor relief valve (203-3A, 203-3B, 203-3C, 203-3D, 

or 203-3E). To ensure against such spurious operation, it will be necessary 

in some cases to manually disable the relief valve circuitry. Generally, this 

involves removing power to the valves and is commonly accomplished by opening 

breakers at electrical distribution panels. However, for a fire in Fire Area 

TB-I or TB-III, it will be necessary to remove control power fuses to 
deenergize the valve circuits. The removal of fuses to achieve or maintain 

hot shutdown is considered a repair for the purposes of Appendix R, and thus 

is not permissible without specific exemption. 

There are 20 fuses per unit which will need to be removed in order to 
deenergize the circuits to each unit's five relief valves. The Unit 2 fuses 
are located in electrical panel 902-32 in Fire Zone 6.2 (auxiliary electric 

equipment room) in Fire Area TB-V. The Unit 3 fuses are located in electrical 

panel 2203-32 in Fire Zone 1.1.1.3 (Unit 3 reactor building mezzanine floor 

level) in Fire Area RB3-II. 

For a fire in Fire Area TB-I (turbine building eastern.zone group), only the 

Unit 2 fuses, located in Fire Area TB-V, will need to be removed, since such a 

fire will not affect the Unit 3 relief valve circuitry. A fire in Fire Area 

TB-I will not affect Fire Area TB-V, but access to Fire Zone 6.2, where the 
panel containing the fuses is located, must be gained through Fire Area TB-

I. Access to Fire Zone 6.2 is available through either of two 3-hour fire 

rated doors which separate the zone from Fire Area TB-I. Access to the 

auxiliary electric equipment room (AEER) will be unimp~ired regardless of 
where a fire may occur in the plant. The two access doors to the AEER are 
separated by more than 100 feet. (The north door is located near column line 

31/E and the west access door is located near column line 32.5/G.) A maso\ry 
wall separates the two access doors north of column row E which is 3-hour 
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rated where it forms the north wall of the AEER. The primary unprotected 

penetration in the wall consists of a pair of oversized, swinging personnel 
doors in the corridor near column line 33/E. The doors are normally kept open 
because of personnel traffic. The air flow patttern through the personnel 
doors at column line 33/E is toward the south. 

A moderate concentration of combustibles consisting of several levels of cable 

trays is present above the switchgear/MCC's in the northeast corner of the 

ground floor level of Fire Zone 8.2.5.A (directly north of the AEER). 

Ionization fire detectors are provided for this cable area. Two instrument 

air compressors contain 3 gallons of oil each and are protected by an 

automatic preaction sprinkler system. 

The corridor area west of the AEER also contains several levels of cable trays 

at the ceiling. This area is protected by automatic sprinkers of the 

preaction or wet pipe type all the way to the wall north of column row E. 

If a fire were to occur on the ground floor level (517 feet - 6 inches 

elevation) south of column row E, access to the AEER would remain unobstructed 

via the open stair (colunn line 31/D) from the control room above. 

Essentially all of the smoke and heat generated by the fire would travel up 

the large railroad bay hatch which is open directly to the turbine operating 

floor two levels above. Thye hatch is immediately adjacent to the west and 

north of the AEER access door. 

In addition, the existing sprinkler protection provided for the cable 

concentration and hatch areas west of the AEER would be expected to control a 

fire in its early stages. 

If a fire were to occur to the north of the masonry wall near column row E, 

the enclosed south stair (near columbn line 30/G) serving the control room 

would provide a protected path to the corridor along column row Hl to the west 

AEER access door from the south. Most of the smoke and heat developed by a 
fire in the north portion of this area would discharge to the floor(s) above 
through the large hatch (about 500 square feet) opening at column line 34-
35/D-E and/or the open stairs at column line 31/D. A large door opening into 
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the Unit 1 area also exists in the east wall between column rows D and Eat 
column row 31. The masonry wall above the open personnel doors at column line 
33/E will act somewhat like a draft curtain to help contain smoke to the north 

of the wall at column row E since this space is about 7 feet deep. These 
features will significantly reduce the smoke infiltration to the south of the 

wall even though the normal air flow is often in that direction. Any smoke 
which moves to the south, would then travel up the open railroad hatch which 

is located to the west between these personnel doors and the west AEER access 

doors. (Sprinkler protection is also located in this corridor to further 

reduce any hot smoke or gases coming from the north.) 

If a fire occurs above the ground floor, remote exits separated by fire walls 

are available from the central control room to ensure access to the floor 

below. 

For these reasons, access to the AEER will remain unobstructed regardless of 

where a fire may occur. 

For a fire in Fire Area TB-III (Turbine Building Western Zone Group), only the 

Unit 3 fuses, located in Fire Area RB3-II, will need to be removed, since such 

a fire will not affect the Unit 2 relief valve circuitry. A fire in Fire Area 

TB-III will not affect Fire Area RB3-II and the panel containing the fuses 

will be readily accessible. 

The 40 fuses (20 per unit) under consideration are cartridge-type fuses and 

are rated at 20 amperes. No personal safety equipment is needed for their 

removal and the station operators are trained and experienced in removing such 

fuses for routine testing and maintenance. 

7.4.2 Conclusion 

As demonstrated in the preceding discussion, the remov~l of fuses to prevent 

spurious operation of the reactor relief valves would not interfere with 
timely performance of safe shutdown operations. Justification for the 
acceptability of removing the fuses as part of postfire hot shutdown operation 

is summarized as follows: 
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1. The number of fuses under consideration is limited to 20 for each 
unit. All the fuses for a given unit are located on a single panel 
and fuse pullers are located jn the vicinity of the panel. 

2. Removal of the fuses will be incorporated into the plant Appendix R 

Safe Shutdown Procedures. 

3. The fuses are located at panels in fire areas different from those 

fire areas in which the postulated fire occurs that requires removal 

of the fuses. 

4. The fuses under consideration are easily identifiable, low amperage 

fuses, which are easily removed without threat to operator safety. 
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